CLEAR RIVERS CAMPAIGN: MATATIELE RIVER CLEAN UP 11 AUGUST 2016
The good, the bad and the downright ugly!
Three teams of intrepid school learners gathered along a small tributary of the Kinira river in Matatiele, which
flows into the Umzimvubu, as part of the Department of Water & Sanitation’s (DWS) 2016 CLEAR RIVERS
CAMPAIGN. Learners and teachers from FocusEd and King Edward schools joined the Department’s scientific
section official, Ms Kululwa Mkosana, and staff of ERS and EWT, representing the Umzimvubu catchment alliance,
along with Youth Jobs in Waste members contracted by the Matatiele Local Municipality, to monitor the status of
a half kilometre stretch of river running through the western end of the town.
The teams, comprised of Life Sciences students from
Grades 10 and 11, and calling themselves the ‘Dirt
Busters’, ‘Waste Terminators’ and ‘Trash No More,’
each undertook an assessment of a 150m stretch of
river, testing pH, temperature and turbidity, taking
co-ordinates, and identifying organisms as part of a
mini-SASS (SA Scoring System) exercise. The
assessment revealed some shocking data: a low pH
(very acidic), low oxygen, very turbid (lots of
suspended solids) system, clogged with alien plants,
eroded banks and almost no life forms!!
The teams were provided with protective
equipment (gloves and masks) as well as rakes,
poking sticks and black bags, and they donned their
gumboots, rolled up their sleeves and got busy
cleaning up their respective sections of all the waste
lying in the riparian zone, and that’s where things
got really ugly! Over 100 bags of garbage, mostly
decomposing stinking domestic waste and
packaging, especially plastic, were collected by the
teams, and taken by the Municipal truck to the
landfill site. The learners were shocked at the sheer
volume of waste clogging this small section of the
perennial stream, which rises on the mountain
above the town in the Matatiele Nature Reserve,
and is completely changed and polluted only 200m
after leaving the Reserve boundary.

They identified the sources of pollution as negligence on the part of citizens, who may be viewing the river as a
dumping ground which takes the problem away, but
which is actually only relocating the problem to
downstream users. Washing of taxis in the causeways
crossing the river, and storm water carrying packaging
tossed into the street is a big source of pollution.
Plastic leaching into the water may be causing the
acidic conditions which are not conducive to natural
life forms (invertebrates and amphibians) which clean
and oxygenate the river system.
The learners said they don’t believe that throwing
ones’ waste into the street creates meaningful jobs for
clean-up workers, and we should rather be educating
Matatiele citizens to separate and recycle their waste,
as this could create more entrepreneurial
opportunities such as buy-back centres, arts and
crafts, use of steel and glass for repurposing, and production of recycled plastic items (including jeans, bottles,
bags etc) from the waste rather than filling up a hole in the ground.
The hard work was rewarded with a fantastic packed lunch kindly sponsored by DWS, with a serious hand
washing session beforehand.
The next step that these teams proposed
is a visit to the landfill and newly
established micro buy-back site in town,
and starting collection of recyclable goods
at their schools to fund raise through
selling to buy-back centres. And educating
their parents about what they saw and
experienced today, so that we can restore
the natural state of the rivers in our
beautiful town. DWS officials and UCPP
members will support the schools to adopt
and restore the rivers in the town, and to
explore internships and bursaries for
school leavers keen on pursuing a career in
water and environmental science.
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